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EXPLORING NEW PHYSICS WITH CPASYMMETRIES
IN B°DECAYS*
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CP asymmetriesin B°decaysinto CP eigenstatesare shownto be very useful in probing
effectsof new physics. Although there are many possiblesourcesfor inconsistencieswith the
StandardModel predictions,we find that variousrelationsamongtheasymmetriestest different
aspectsof new physics. We suggesta new way to test theassumptionthat the direct decaysare
dominatedby a single combinationof mixing parameters.We argue that new physics in K—K
mixing is unlikely to affect the results.New physics in the mixing of Bd—Bd and B~—B~can be
probedseparatelyandindependentlyof the unitarity of the CKM matrix.

1. Introduction

The main goal of futureB factoriesis to measureCP asymmetriesin Bt~decays
into CP eigenstates[1]. Within the StandardModel (SM), theseasymmetriesare
fully determinedby the Cabibbo—Kobayashi—Maskawa(CKM) parameters.Conse-
quently, their measurementprovidesa very clean testof the CKN’I model for the
quarksector.

If such CP asymmetriesare measuredandfound to be consistentwith the SM,
they will be useful to drastically reducethe allowed rangesfor the CKM parame-
ters. If, on the other hand,we find inconsistencieswith the SM constraints,there
are two (related)questionsto be posed:(i) Which ingredientsof the SM haveto be
superseded?(ii) What kind of physicsis signalledbeyondthe SM?

In this work we explainhow one can usevarious relationsamong CP asymme-
tries as a guide in answering the above questions.When the rich structureof

assumptionswithin the SM is unfolded, one may be discouraged:so many of the
SM ingredientsare involved in the predictionsthat it seemsvery difficult, if not
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TABLE 1
Classesof CP asymmetries

Quark Decaying Final state
Class sub-process meson S (example)

Id b—~ëct Bd +1 ~iK
5

2d b—*ëcd Bd 0 D~D
3d b-’Oud Bd 0
is b-÷ëct B~ 0 D~D~
2s b—*ecd B~ —1
3s b—*Uud B.~ —1 pKs

impossible,to extract any precise information on new physics if thesepredictions
fail. We show, however,that CP asymmetriesprovide an equally rich structureof

experimentalresults,allowing oneto disentanglevariousaspectsof newphysics.
Previousstudieson CP asymmetriesin B°decaysbeyondthe SM havedemon-

stratedthat inconsistencieswith the SM predictionsmay occur in specific models
[2]. A way to find whetherinterferencebetweentwo direct amplitudescontributes
to a CP asymmetryhasbeensuggestedin ref. [3]. Our emphasisis on the insight
into the natureof new physicsthat maybe providedto usby CP asymmetries.

We chooseto concentrateon six classesof processes,givenin table 1. Eachclass
is definedby the quark sub-process(b —s ëc~,b —* ~cd or b —‘ Uud) and by the
decayingB-meson(Bd or Be). For our purposes,the net strangeness(S) of the
final state(beforepossibleK°—K°mixing occurs)is also important.We emphasize
that the list of hadronicfinal statesin table 1 is given as an example.We did not
try to evaluatewhich final statesarebestfrom the experimentalpoint of view.We
always quote the CP asymmetryfor CP-evenstates,regardlessof the specific
hadronicstates.

2. The Standard Model

Within the SM, the decayrateof a time-evolvedinitially pureB°(B°)into a CP
eigenstatef is (seeref. [4] and referencestherein)

F(B~hYS(t)—s f) o e~~’t[1— Im A sin(4mt)]

F(B°~hYS(t)—s f) a e’~[1 + Im A sin(.lmt)] . (1)

The main assumptionsin the derivation of eq. (1) are that for the neutralB system
F12 .~zM12, andthat the directdecayis dominatedby a singlecombinationof CKM
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parameters.The interferenceterm, Im A, responsiblefor CP violation, is deter-
mined by threefactors,

A = (~)(~~-)(~). (2)

The X-factor dependson the quark sub-processamplitude. If it is dominatedby
the W-mediatedtree-leveldiagramthen

X(b-ëc~)=fr~bfr~’,

X(b —* ëcd) =

X(b—süud)=~b~”~id~ (3)

The Y-factor dependson the mixing amplitude of the decayingmeson. If it is
dominatedby the SM box-diagramswith virtual t-quarksthen

Y(Bd)=J/~d, Y(B~)=fr~v~~. (4)

The Z-factordependson whethera K°(S = + 1) or K° (S= — 1) is producedin
the direct decay. As the decaythat follows B—B mixing producesa neutral K of
oppositeS, interferencebetweenthe two amplitudesis possibleonly dueto K—K
mixing which gives thefinal K~(or KL), namelya CP eigenstate.If K—K mixing is
dominatedby the SM box-diagramwith virtual c-quarksthen

Z(S= +1)=’~v~~=[Z(S= _1)]*. (5)

Independentof the model, Z(S = 0) = 1 and Z(S = + 1) = [Z(S = — 1)]*. To find
the SM prediction for the various asymmetries,Im Ajq (i = 1,2,3; q = d,s), one
putsthe appropriatefactors from eqs.(3)—(5) in eq.(2). In addition,onemakesuse
of the constraintsthat follow from unitarity of the 3 X 3 CKM matrix,

~ds V~ +V~j’~+~

~

~sb ~1b1”us + ~b~s + V~bV~S=0. (6)

(We define the quantities~ for later convenience.)The best-knownprediction
of the SM (for recent studies see ref. [5] and referencestherein) is that CP
asymmetriesmeasureanglesof the unitarity triangle(see fig. 1),

ImA2d= —sin2~, Im,kSd=sin2cr, (7)

ImA3~=—sin2y. (8)
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3d

~(ud\~L~b/S~&th
3s.—~’\ ~~1d,2d

1~90 ~tcd”cb

Fig. 1. The unitarity triangle. Relevantclassesof CP asymmetriesare indicated for each angle[see
eqs.(7)—(9)l.

The anglesa, 13 and y are definedas the threeanglesof a triangle, whosesides
are calculatedwithin the SM. More specifically, the sides of the triangle are
determinedfrom e.g. hadron decays (I V~ld~jbI and V~dl’~bI) and Bd—Bd mixing

(I 1’~d~bI), assumingthat theseprocessesproceedvia SM diagrams.The anglesare
then calculatedassumingthat the threesidesindeedform a triangle.We empha-
size that while Im Ajq are experimentallymeasuredquantities and, therefore,
defined in a model-independentway, the anglesa, 13 and y aredefinedthrough-
out this work by the proceduredescribedabove,namelywithin the SM.

Otherimportantpredictionsare

Im Aid = Im A
2d , Im A1~= Im A2~ (9)

and, to a good approximation,

ImA1~=0. (10)

3. Beyondthe Standard Model

We now proceedto studythe situation in the presenceof new physicsbeyond
the SM. At first stage,we retainonly two of the assumptionsthat underliethe SM
analysis,andexaminethe consequences,

(i) For the neutralB systemF12 ~nM12.
(ii) The asymmetriesarisedominantly from interferenceof amplitudescorre-

spondingto two pathsto the samefinal state,oneof which involvesB°—B°mixing.
The first assumptionis very mild and holdson rathergeneralgrounds[6]. The

secondoneis less solid but still likely to be valid. Implicit in this assumptionis the
condition that in B° decays,each quark sub-processis dominatedby a single
amplitude or, more generally,by a singlecombinationof mixing parameters.We
emphasizethat evenwithin the SM, eachof the relevantprocessesgets contribu-
tions from both a tree-leveldiagramand a penguindiagram.The CKM suppres-
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sion is similar for both amplitudes.(For b —s iiu~processes,the CKM suppression
is strongerfor tree-leveldiagrams,which is the reasonwe did not considerthem in
the first place.)However,the penguindiagramis further suppressedby a factor of
order(a5/12~i-)ln(m~/m~).If the hadronicmatrix elementsare of the sameorder
of magnitude(which is uncertain),the effectsof penguindiagramsare no more
thana few percent[7]. Finally, the phasedifferencebetweenthe two amplitudesis
almost zero for b —s ëc~,smaller than ir/

4 for b —s ~cd and could be maximal
(namely ir/2) only for b —* üud [7]. Consequently,the assumptionthat a single
combination of CKM elementsis dominantis likely to be safe for classeslq, a
good approximationfor classes2q anda reasonableapproximationfor classes3q.
We laterexplainwhy it is likely to hold beyondthe SM.

Underthe abovetwo assumptions,eq.(1) for the decayrateandeq.(2) for the
interferenceterm hold. In particular, A I = 1. However,the actualexpressionsfor
the X, Y and Z factors may be very different from thosepredictedby the SM.
Moreover,we do not insist that the 3 x 3 CKIvI matrix is unitary. In otherwords,
some or all of eqs.(3)—(6) may not hold.

We find that, even thoughwe may be completely ignorant of the physics that
dominatesB decays(the X-factor) and, more likely, of the physics behind B—B
mixing (the Y-factor) and K—K mixing (the Z-factor),or evenof the full pictureof
quark mixing (the unitarity constraints),we still may extract valuableinformation
from eq. (2) by itself. This information is given by the following relations:

argAid — argA
2d — arg~ + argA2~= 0,

argAid — argA3d — argA1~+ argA3~= 0,

argA2~—argA3~—argA2~+argA3~=0. (11)

The derivation of eq. (11) is straightforward.For example,as classesid and is
sharethe samequark sub-process(namely, the sameX-factor), whateverphaseit
carriescancelsout in the differencebetweentheir arguments.

Once CP asymmetriesare measured,they shouldbe testedagainst the con-
straintsin eq.(ii). [As we actuallymeasure(Im A), thereis a twofold ambiguity:
argA ~ — arg A.] If we cannot find any consistentsolution then, most likely,
assumption(ii) doesnot hold. Although only two of the relationsin eq. (11) are
independent,all threetests are important, as eachof them is independentof a
different quark sub-process.As explainedabove, significant contributions from
penguindiagramsare unlikely in b —s ëc~and b —, ëcd processes.This highlights
the first relation of eq. (ii) as a probe to physics beyond the SM. If the
measurementsare inconsistentwith this relation, it may signalprocessesfrom new
physics which competewith SM tree-levelprocesses,a most intriguing possibility.
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If the constraintsin eq.(11) are fulfilled, assumptions(i) and (ii) arevery likely
to hold. In such a case,it seemsmost naturalto add a third assumption:

(iii) Direct decaysaredominatedby the tree-levelW-mediatedamplitudes.
However,we allow for arbitrarymechanismsto accountfor mixing in the neutral

mesonsystems.Our line of reasoninggoesas follows: within the SM, B°decays
proceedvia tree-level diagrams,while neutral meson mixings proceedvia box-
diagrams,which aresuppressedby beingof higher orderin theweak couplingand
by the GIM mechanism.Thus, SM loopprocessesaremuch more sensitiveto new
physics.For example,new physics may contributeto mixing of neutralmesonsat
treelevel. While thesecontributionsare likely to be suppressedby the high-energy
scale,they are lowerorder in the couplingsandfree of GIM suppression.

With assumptions(i)—(iii), eqs. (1)—(3) hold, but someor all of eqs. (4)—(6) may
not bevalid. Undertheseconditions,wewill now examinewhetherthe presenceof
new physicsin eachof the mixings, K—K, B~—B~andBd—Bd canbe discovered.

4. K—K mixing

If K—K is accountedfor by new physics,the Z-factormay be differentfrom the
one given in eq. (5). In principle, if eq. (5) were a sufficient condition for some
relation among CP asymmetriesto hold, then violation of this relation would
invalidatethe SM descriptionof K—K mixing. We will now show that (a) it is true
that if the predictiongiven in eq.(9),

ImA(BdD~D) =ImA(B~—*çlJK~),

ImA(B~D~D~)=ImA(B~—*i~iK~), (12)

fails, a new mechanismfor K—K mixing is impliedbut that (b) in practice, it is very
unlikely to beviolated.

The generalconditionfor eq. (12) is

arg[Z(S= +i)]=arg[X(~b— cd)/X(’b—sec~)](mod r)=arg[t’~l.’~5](mod~r),

(13)

wherewe usedeq.(3). If eq.(5) holds, so doeseq.(13), independentlyof whether
eqs. (4) and (6) hold. Thus, indeed, a failure of the predictions in eq. (12) will
indicatenew physicsin K—K mixing, as claimedin (a).

To prove (b) we show that, although Z(S = +1) may be modified with new
physics, arg[Z(S = + 1)] may not. Consider the condition on mixing in the K

systemfrom the measurementof the c-parameter,

arg(M12/F12)(mod~)=6.6x10
3. (14)
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To an excellent approximation, M12 and F12 carry the same phase(mod~r).
Assumingthat the K —s 2~-amplitude is proportionalto lK~V~,we may use

arg[Z(S= +1)] =arg[V~V~~], (15)

independentof the model. The predictionsof eq.(12) hold as longas

arg[V~’ç]=arg[V~J’~5](mod~). (16)

Within any threegenerationmodel, eq. (16) holds to a very good approximation
due to unitarity constraints,and in particularthe ~‘ds constraintof eq. (6). Even
with an extended quark sector, eq. (16) is likely to be valid, and could be
circumventedonly within very contrivedmodels.We concludethat the smallvalue
of e guarantees,in an almostmodel-independentway, thevalidity of eq.(9).

An importantlessonfrom this analysisis the following: CP asymmetriesin B
1~

decaysare able to explore only the phase structureof neutral meson mixing.
Therefore,a new mechanismfor mixing which, for some reason,has the same
phasestructureas the SM one,will notbe signalled.

5. B—B mixing

Before we proceedto show how the SM description of B—B mixing can be
tested, we would like to argue that there is a connectionbetween the three
generationunitarity constraintsandmixing in the B system.More specifically, if

‘~‘sb � 0 [~‘db ‘s~’0], it is very likely that therewill be contributionsfrom beyondthe
SM to B~—B~[Bd—Bd]mixing [see eq.(6) for the definition of ~qb].

If the full spectrumof coloredfermionsconsistsof the threeknown generations
of quarks, the 3 x 3 CKM matrix is unitary,andall the constraintsin eq.(6) hold.
There are two basicwaysto extendthe quark sector,thus allowing a violation of

the unitarity constraints:
(i) Adding sequentialquarks, namely left-handeddoubletsand right-handed

singlets.With n generations,the CKM matrix is a sub-matrixof an n X n unitary
mixing matrix. The relevantunitarity constraintsof eq.(6) are replacedby

~qb ~ (17)

At thesametime, the uk-quarkcontributesto Bq_Bq mixing throughbox-diagrams
proportionallyto VkbVk~[or (VkbVk’~,)2].

(ii) Adding non-sequentialquarks.The chargedcurrent mixing matrix is non-
unitary, and consequentlythere are flavor-changingneutralcurrents.The best-
known exampleis [8] the model with an SU(2)L singletof charge — 1/3 quark. In
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this case,the unitarity constraintsaremodified to

(18)

where Uqb is a flavor-changingcouplingof the Z°gaugeboson.At the sametime,
thereis a contribution to Bq_Bq mixing from tree-level Z-mediated diagrams,
proportionalto (Uqb)2.

We conclude that if the expressionfor Y(BS) [Y(Bd)] in eq. (4) and the
constrainton ~sb [~dbI in eq. (6) were a sufficient condition for some relation
amongCP asymmetriesto hold, thenviolation of this relationwould invalidatethe
SM descriptionof B~—B~[Bd—Bd] mixing. We will now show that this is indeedthe
casefor eq.(10) with regardto B~andfor eq. (7) with regardto Bd.

The SM predictiongiven in eq.(10) is

ImA(B~—*D~DJ=0. (19)

The generalcondition for eq. (19) is

arg[Y(B~)] = —arg[X(’b—sec~)](modir) =arg[J”~l’~~](modir). (20)

Combining the unitarity constrainton ~‘sb [eq. (6)] andthe experimentalinforma-
tion, I I I I, onegets ~ + ‘~cb’~’~S0. Therefore,if Y(B~)is given
by eq.(4) and~sb by eq.(6), eq. (20) holdsindependentlyof the otherrelationsin
eqs.(4)—(6). [The prediction given in eq. (19) holds in the limit VUbVU~’= 0. The
exactprediction is I Im A

1,I = 21(sin~ Vdb/J’~hI~ 0.07.1 Thus, if the prediction
of eq. (19) fails, it will indicate new physics in B~—B5mixing.

The SM predictiongiven in eq.(7) is

ImA(BdD~D) = —sin2/3,

ImA(Bd—s~r~if)=sin2a. (21)

The generalconditionsfor eq.(21) are

arg[Y(B~)] =(—arg[X(b—secd)] —/3) (mod~-)= [arg(V~V~d)—p] (modir),

arg[Y(B~)] = { —arg[x(E —~1iud)]+a} (mod~r)= [arg(V~~V~~)+a} (modir).

(22)

If Y(Bd) is given by eq.(4) and ~db by eq.(6), eq.(22) holdsindependentlyof the
other relations in eqs. (4)—(6). Thus, if the prediction of eq. (21) fails, it will
indicatenew physicsin Bd—Bd mixing.
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6. The anglesof the unitarity triangle

The anglesa and /3 arecalculatedwithin the SM, as explainedabove.If we use
only SM tree-levelprocessesandthe xd-parameter,we do not add to the assump-

tions that underlie the predictionof eq. (21) [namely, that Y(Bd) and °lii~bare as
given by the SM]. Consequently,we still havea clean test of the Bd—Bd mixing
mechanism.It would be erroneous,for the purpose of this test, to use, for
example,information from x~.Althoughthat maygive a narrowerrangefor a and
/3, inconsistenciescannotbecleanlyinterpreted,as additionalassumptions[namely,
that Y(B5) and ~sb are as given by the SM] are introduced.

The readermay wonder why we left the prediction of eq. (8) out of our
discussion.The reasonis that all six relationsgiven in eqs.(4)—(6) are incorporated
in this prediction and the calculation of y. Consequently,a failure of this
prediction by itself is not very useful from the theoretical point of view. When
analyzingwithin the SM (see e.g. ref. [5]), class3s processesare pointed out as

useful for measuringy, while class is processesare overlookedbecausethey are
predictedto give zeroasymmetry.From our point of view, the situationshouldbe
the opposite:while inconsistencieswith the SM predictionsfor class3s_asymme-

triesaredifficult to interpret,thoseof classis area cleantestof the B~—B~mixing
mechanism.Moreover,new physics in B~—B~mixing may have dramaticeffects,
e.g. maximal asymmetry instead of the (almost) zero asymmetry predicted by
the SM.

Another demonstrationof the significanceof our results is the following. In
ref. [5] it was notedthat “whether the independentlymeasuredthreeangleswill
sum up to ir is a stringent test for the CKM model of CP-violation”. In the
languageof the presentstudy, the suggestedtestis

argA1~—argA3d+argA3~=0(modir). (23)

Eq. (11) shows that this is equivalentto argA1~= 0. From our discussionit follows

that if theprediction of eq. (23) fails, it will stronglyindicatenew physicsin B~—B5
mixing. Conversely,if the mechanismof B5—B~mixing has the samephaseas that
predictedfor the SM box diagram,eq.(23)will hold independentlyof the natureof
this mechanismand, more surprisingly, of whether the measuredasymmetries
correspondto the anglesof theunitarity triangle.

7. Conclusions

Our studyservestwo purposes:it clarifies which of theSM propertiesare tested
whenCP asymmetriesin ~ decaysaremeasured,andit suggestsspecific teststhat
will guide us to understandthe natureof the new physicswhich may accountfor
inconsistencieswith the SM predictions.We intend to give an explicit exampleof
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the applications of this study within a specific model with an SU(2)~-singlet
quark[9].

The following assumptionsunderlie the prediction that CP asymmetrieswill
measurethe anglesof theunitarity triangle: (i) FortheneutralB systemF12 ~zM12.
(ii) Asymmetriesarise dominantlyfrom interferenceof amplitudescorresponding
to two paths to the samefinal state,one of which involves B°—B°mixing. (iii)
Direct decays are dominated by SM tree-level W-mediated diagrams. (iv) B°
mixings proceedvia SM box-diagrams.(v) The 3 X 3 CKM matrix is unitary.

The varietyof possiblemeasurementsis rich enoughto find certainpredictions
for CP asymmetrieswhich dependon only few of theseassumptions,thusallowing

separatetestsfor various aspectsof newphysics.
(i) The first two assumptionstogethermay betestedvia e.g.

argA(Bd —5 ~iK~) — arg A(Bd —5 D~D) = argA(BS —s D~D~)— arg A(B5 —s ~/iK~).

(A different way to test whetherthe interferencebetweentwo direct amplitudes

contributesto a CP asymmetryhasbeensuggestedin ref. [3].) If theseassumptions
hold then

(ii) The SM descriptionof K—k mixing may be testedvia e.g.

ImA(BdD~D) =ImA(Bd—~/iKS).

However,it is unlikely that this predictionwill fail, as thesmall measuredvalueof
c constrainsthe phasestructureof the K—K mixing mechanismto be similar to
that of the SM. —

(iii) The SM descriptionof B~—B~mixing may be testedvia e.g.

ImA(B~D~D~)=0.

(iv) The SM descriptionof Bd—~dmixing may be testedvia e.g.

ImA(BdD~D) = —sin2/3.

We conclude that the measurementof CP asymmetriesin B° decays is a
powerful tool in probing new physics.An asymmetricB factory operatingat the
T(4S) region (or a polarizedZ factory) has the potential of seriously exploring
physics at energyscaleswhich are hundredsof timeshigher.

We are grateful to Michael Peskin for his important advice. We thank Isi
Dunietz andHelen Quinn for discussions.D.S. thanksthe SLAC Theory Group
for their hospitality.
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